THE INTERNATIONAL FESTIVAL (IFest) is a celebration of people, places and culture vibrantly displayed through exhibition booths arranged in colorful marketplace style. The cultures of about fifty nations and ethnic groups, represented by UNC Charlotte international students and members of Charlotte’s international community, are presented. Art, crafts, costumes, food, music and dance combine to create the illusion of having traveled the globe in a day. Originally celebrated in 1975, IFest was launched by the Office of International Programs and was one of the first events in the Charlotte area to recognize the region’s growing international dimension. It is today the longest running on-campus event and draws crowds of close to 10,000 people each year.

SATURDAY, SEPT. 25TH
10 A.M. - 6 P.M.
RAIN OR SHINE
BARNHARDT STUDENT ACTIVITY CENTER - UNC CHARLOTTE
EVENTS AND PARKING ARE FREE | HELPER ANIMALS ONLY
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